
small scores, shortened match.....it's toytown cric'! 
the dark side extended their seemingly unassailable lead over the rebel alliance on saturday as titwood 
saw off the 'holmboys in the western union.  after a delayed start, the 'holmboys batted first and posted 
119.  it was never likely to be enough, and so it proved as darth hart and his stromtroopers romped home 
with five wickets in hand.  but that, of course, isn't the tale of the match. 

  

after losing ads'y early on - probably still knackered after the week before's efforts - nom'y and shorty 
added 47 for the second wicket. and when it went down with noman still at the crease a score closer to 

150 must've been hoped for.  but, bar nichty's 20 no-one else bar 'tif managed to get to double-figures. 

 [ed: atif getting there in two blows!]  a good start somewhat wasted; but it was a tad tricky on the slow 

deck. 
 

chief darth hart grabbed 3 for 21 in his twelve overs and buchanan helped himself to his own "3-for".  six 

'holmboy batters succumbing to catches maybe tells the tale of poorly executed shots? 
 

in reply things got off to a decent start for the rebel alliance though as paddy barbour [ed: temporarily 
"on loan" at toytown!] tried to help his future teammates by going early.  'lexy grabbed his wicket 
courtesy of a catch from ads'y.  timmy vader was still in tho', and he could only watch on as partners 
came and went.  and it was 57 for 4 when shorty finished his fifth over, and "maybe, just maybe" there 
was a chance.  tim (38) and ben buchanan (47*) would snuff out this slim chance however as they batted 

sensibly to add 50 for the fifth wicket, the former's innings coming to an end when baby held on to a 
chance off 'lexy's bowling late on.  this left buchanan and calum lindsay to see their side home. 

  
so defeat but, again, some encouraging signs.  shorty following up his 3 for 32 against meikleriggs with 3 

for 34; nom'y's 36; and tight bowling from hari' who opened the bowling and returned 5-0-18-0. 
 
nothing meik about 'holmboys' battling 
the 'homboys took on table-topping meikleriggs at home on saturday.  the boys - and, again, most were! 

- dug in, in the second dig, and came away with the draw.  no bad result against an experienced paisley 

outfit. 

 

but things actually might've been even better.  meikleriggs batting first were, at one stage, 113 for 7, 

before old heads sandy strang, and richard rutnagur applied canny'ness (ed: is there such a 
word,.....sandy?) and guided the feegie tail to a challenging 201 for 9.  the contributions from the tail 

were crucial: mcallister (at eight) getting 24, strang (at nine) adding 21, and nye (at ten) chipping in 34. 

  
good for them, bad for us! 

 
the 'holmboys' bowlers had done well up-top; 'lexy - who was skippering the side - taking the first batters' 
wickets, the first thanks to a "hanger" of a catch by doogie at cover point.  nice grab sir!  hari' and zaeem 

got one each too.  then it was spin, and shorty grabbed a couple as that 113 for 7 was reached.  pasty 
face would, in fact, finish with a "3-for" too as he grabbed the wicket of mcallister.  the other spin twin, 

nj, also bowled well, bowling his six overs for just 12 runs.  nice too. 
 

202 to win then.  unfortunately it was probably never really on.  28 for 2 after ten overs didn't bode well.  
then 46 for 3 after twenty probably meant the win wasn't on.  adsy was holding the innings together and 
would top-score with 41 after batting 46 overs.  also chipping in were nj with 19 and four others batters 
who got into double figures.  but no-one really "got in" and, in the end, hari' and zaeem batted out for 
the draw.  161 for 7. 

 

but a draw's okay, and more valuable lessons learned by the 'holmboy youngsters. 
 
beaten but not disgraced 



the 'holmboys returned from the north side on sunday without the win, but defeat to anniesland wasn't a 

humliation, despite it looking like it might've been going to be!  77 for 7 was the score when, batting first, 
the start of the recovery began.  scotty millen was in with hari' khan after aamir had departed.  the two 

'locster under 15s put on 72 for the eighth wicket with scotty plundering the majority of the runs on his 
way to a maiden half century for the club.  and, as a sidekick, hari' played the part, making 19 before 

being bowled by dunbar.  149 for 8 would then become 164 all out as 'lexy and bil'y became dunbar's 

second and third scalps.  165 to win was the requirement therefore, the 'holmboys having used every last 
ball of their allocation accummulating their 164. 

 

in reply the home side lost their first wicket with 19 on the 'board.  then, after a decent 33-run 

partnership between soman and milne, the latter became victim #2, and the first of matty's two wickets.  
52 for 2 then became 63 for 3 as number four singh didn't trouble the scorers.  soman, though, 

remained.  and remained.  and remained.  in fact the anniesland opener would go on to make an 

unbeaten 104 as his side got home with thirteen overs to spare. 
 

on the bowling front matty'd got 3 for 33 in his nine overs, and there were economical spells from bil'y 
chaudhry (1 for 17 from five) and shorty (eight overs for 24). 
 

next week it's gu staff at home. 
 

more and more rain... 
the 'holmboys suffered yet more frustration on saturday.  after the game against cambusdoon was 

abandoned after they'd skittled out the ayrshire men for just 122 and then victoria had forgotten (?) to 
prepare a wicket for game #9 in the campaign, they suffered more disappointment at shawholm when 

they'd raced to 44 for 1 after just seven overs against glenpark when the rains came. 

  
sigh. 

  

just how much water is left up there to fall we wonder?  the one wicket to fall had seen nom'y succumb, 

caught at mid-wicket.  opening partner shorty was still there and was with doogie when the heavens 
opened. 

  

a word of thanks to franklin d too, though, for stepping in at the last minute after zaem called off.  a bit 
earlier next time, eh z'? 
 

no both-er at all! 
an eight-wicket win with nearly nine overs to go - toffee!  that was the margin of the 'holmboys' win over 
bothwell in uddingston on saturday.  but "toffee" would be under-estimating the effort the young guys 
put in, unter the tutelage of those old blokes 'tify and matt! 

 

the home side batted first and made 202.  this was a decent result after having been reduced to 30-odd 

for 5.  bil'y and hari' had opened the bowling and immediately got into their grooves.  only one of the 

bothwell top six got into double figures so tight was the bowling; dass making 24.  bil'y's thirteen overs 
cost just 43, and hari's ten only 23.  both had also grabbed one each of the two openers' scalps.  after 

they'd made their marks in the wickets column, it turned into the "shorty show".  with matty turning to 
spin shorty was thrown the ball first change. 
  

ball #1 saw wicket #1 and things just carried on from there.  come the close of the innings the wee man 
had grabbed no fewer than six!  matty grabbing the other two as he twirled his off-breaks at the other 

end.  shorty's figures: 12-2-59-6.  bizarrely this was a two-spell return, with ball #1 of the second spell 
also producing a wicket.  in amongst the wee man's haulage op' the home side's tail-enders showed their 

top-order how to bat: bunting was the order of the day as big tony donnelly despatched balls to all parts 



in making 43, and earlier young macleod had made 42 and number eight hussain had chipped in with 46.  

just as well too - these knocks had been critical to posting a semi-decent target for the 'holmboys. 
 

203 to win it was then.  a good start was needed.  matty and shorty opened but the start didn't go to 
plan as nichty succumbed early - 8 for 1.  shorty continued with doogie before crunching hambley to dass 

to become wicket two - 55 for 2.  but a decent start.  doogie then welcomed dan' to the middle and 

here's where the fun starts.....for us not the uddy boys.  both the young 'holmboys batted nicely, and 
positively and the good deck.  doogie took the attack to the home bowlers and dani' grew in confidence 

as he timed the ball nicely.  both passed 50 and doogie went on.  in fact he'd become the side's second 

western union centurion of the season when he got into three figures just before victory was sealed.  well 
played sir.  and thanks to scorer nick black we can confirm it was a 92-ball 100!  and dani's 50 came of 84 
balls as the young man played the perfect foil. 

 

so win number two of the season after last week's last wicket heartache.  and a good performance with 
yet another young side: three under 14s, two under 15s, and three under 16s.  and pleasing that two of 

the 14s - shorty and dani' - played such important parts in the win. 
 

so near to 25 points and yet.....nun! 

yup the 'holmboys very nearly grabbed win #2 of the campaign at home on saturday as, in a nail-biter, 
they came up just 1 run short of nunholm's 153.  a loss by just a run.   

  
unbelievable - but what a finish.  117 for 8 was the score when shorty went out to the middle to join 

hari'.  the two under 15s, with bil'y to come, left with the task of trying to find the remaining 37 runs.  
and the two batted well until hari' was judged lbw to mccutcheon.  out for 11.  shorty, on 14*, was then 
joined by bil'y and the score was 152 for 9.  cox bowling to shorty.  full toss, shin-high, the wee man 
smacks it straight.....at cox, who clings on to a wonder catch!  unbelievable, and shorty distraught! 
so near and yet..... 

 

the 'holmboys tho' have much to be pleased about as the club youngster-dominated side bowled nicely to 

restrict nunholm's batters to just 153 batting first.  the skipper led the way, matty grabbing 4 for 46 in 

thirteen overs.  assisting him in the long-spell category was atif whose thirteen overs returned 3 for 29.  

elsewhere there were economical spells from the trio of zaeem, the huss' and hari' who each bowled six 
overs for less than 2.5 an over.  very nice. 
 

and matty would contribute with the bat too - making 37 in the engine room to set up the thrilling finish.  

but he wasn't alone - without anyone really going on to make a big one, four 'holmboy batters in addition 
to hari' and shorty got into double figures. 
 
so encouraging signs, and a decent haul of bonus points.  next week the side makes the short trip to 

uddingston to take on bothwell. 

 

"three down early doors!" 

yup, saturday's defeat in the western union to the dark side means the 'dale lead 3-0 in this year's 
southside star wars.  in fact the chief darth himself was the main reason for the titwood boys skulking off 

back to the kwik fit back garden with the win points.  15-10-10-4 were t hart esq's bowling figures on the 
day; figures even this website has to acknowledge to be not too shabby!  well bowled mr vader. 
 

the 'holmboys had batted first and scored 148.  a disappointing total perhaps, specially after the openers 
had put on 47 for the first wicket - nom'y on his return making 20, shorty 15.  then it was a case of guys 
getting in, then out.  dani' got to 14 - a start - then departed.  atif did likewise, getting to 29.  and scotty 

millen got to 18 before succumbing.  and in amongst this the chief darth was bamboozling 'holmboys with 
his left-arm darts. 



 

29 extras were thrown in though by the toytowners and 148, whilst hardly a match-winning score, would 
at least have to be fought for.  the titwood reply started sensibly enough with only one early casualty - 

mcarthur being caught by nj off bil'y's bowling for 7.  but 26 for 1 became 50-1, then 80-1 before the 
second wicket fell.  in fact all the top-order batters bar mcarthur would chip in with contributions on the 

afternoon, both borthwick and nawaz getting to 37, whilst farid-the-not-quite-so-good made a decent 30.  

this left madden and fulton to score the winning runs in what, ultimately, was a straight-forward win for 
tim and the toytown titwooders.  13 overs and more left to play, but another step on the learning curve 

taken by the 'loc's youngsters - and mention to bil'y for his 3 for 19: well bowled bz. 
 

nunholm visit next weekend in the western union. 
 

a learning curve 

the young 'holmboys side that took on a much more experienced meikleriggs outfit in paisley on saturday 
had an average age of around 16.  under the skipper'age of maddy jayaratne, the guys acquitted 

themselves pretty well despite an [ultimately] heavy defeat.  maddy himself led by example however, 
hitting a defiant half century as his men fell to 107 all out chasing the mammoth 267 to win. 

 

the 266 scored by the home side owed much to almost every batter "chipping in", but also - in part - to 
costly drops by 'holmboy fielders.  two meikleriggs batters - skipper clarke and number six mories - 

notched up half centuries, and all of the top six got into the 20s.  mories' 74 was a bunt-fest with one 
particular zaeem mirza over going for 30+ as no-balls were clubbed for maximums!  oops.  the 

meikleriggs side, as noted, was very experienced with wily campaigners like rutters and sandy strang in 
the side.  rutters was one of the top order that got runs (24), whilst sandy kept with the usual minimum 

of fuss in the 'holmboys' reply, recording a stumping and catch. 

 
so that's two relatively heavy defeats in consecutive weeks for the young guys - all good experience tho', 

and they must not get either frustrated or down on themselves as they're on a steep learning curve, one 

that'll bear fruit in years to come.  getting used to this longer form of the game's tough.  hang in there 

guys.  and there's bright spots: maddy's 52, bil'y chaudhry's economic six-over spell that cost just 14 runs 

and nj's 1 for 18 in his six overs. 
  

and here's a funny thought as your scribe scanned the scorebook: the guys lost two wickets on the same 
score three times in the game: 22, 44 and 92 - spooky or what! 

 

next week it's the dark side's titwood xi that travel to shawholm. 
 

frustrating afternoon for the 'holmboys 
the current affliction of grassing catches seems to be contagious as the 'holmboys put down at least five 
opportunities at garscube in their defeat to gu staff on saturday.  but it wasn't all doom-and-gloom.  

everyone knows that the club's decision to "throw in the kids" as often as possible will have disappointing 

days as well as good ones, and saturday might just have to be filed in the drawer labelled the former. 

 
a fortnight before's heroics at glenpark were a memory with baby and his young charges made the trip to 

garscube - they're so young in fact that the club's child protection policy is packed in the skipper's bag 
before the western union rule book and scorebook!  saturday's side saw two under 14s, two under 15s, 
three under 16s and an under 18 playing, with the "rest" being the huss', doogie and baby.  is this the 
youngest ever shawholm xi? 
 

the home side had first go on a typically tricky garscube deck, with a soaking wet outfield - after the 

overnight rains - adding to "play'ability".  but the academics (?) got off to a decent start putting on 58 
before losing the first wicket.  and 100 was passed with only two down.  it looked like, with batters to 
come, the 'holmboys might be chasing a really big score at this stage.  but, then wickets fell a bit more 



regularly as batters who got themselves "in", proceded to find themselves "out".  five batters got to 20, 

but none got tpast 36.  probably reflected the tricky'ness of the wicket. 
 

for the 'holmboys zaeem bowled a good long spell returning 1 for 46 in fifteen overs, whilst the huss's 4 
for 38 in ten was good too, as was hari's 2 for 17 in seven.  and so it was the gu staff total was restricted 

to just 203 when much more seemed likely at one stage. 

 
in reply the huss' and nj put on 25 before the first wicket fell; but both openers had gone by the time 30 

was on the 'board.  nj's dismissal falls into the farcical - by his own admission - running himself out having 

reached 19.  doogie and dani' then added 36 for third wicket - doogie going caught by white off 
johnstone's bowling.  dani's then found himself with a few different partners as baby (2) and shorty (5) 
didn't hang around - both also getting caught.  scotty millen, tho', made 19 and took the score on to 116 

for 6 as some stability was restored, but the breaking of this sixth wicket partnership heralded the 

beginning of the end as 116 for 6 became 133 all out. 
  

a defeat, but a few points.  a decent performance in the first half notwithstanding the dropped catches.  
batting-wise, dani's 44 was important to the team reaching 133, but - like the oppo' - a few guys got "in", 

then "out"; three others getting into the 'teens but not reaching 20. 

 
next week it's meikleriggs away where the boys'll have some "home" support in the form of moss! 
 
frustration... 

saturday's first home match for the 'holmboys just brought frustration as the guys were robbed of the 
chance of chasing the big total set by anniesland.  234 for 8 was the visitors' total, with opener soman 

top-scoring with 66, and teammates hollingworth (43) and reddy (63*) chipping in with more-than-useful 

contributions. 
for the 'holmboys, there were decent bowling performances from shorty and matty coyle.  the wee man 
grabbed three wickets in his ten overs, whilst nichty returned figures of 15-3-42-1. 
 

a quick word of thanks too, to nelly - he stepped in to field as 12th man after doogie picked up a nasty 
hand injury taking a catch in the deep off shorty's bowling - hope it gets better soon doogler. 
 

but ultimately, frustrating.  next week it's gu staff. 
  

will the real "chris" coyle please step forward 

matty "chris" coyle could only watch in awe as his saturday firweworks with the bat were surpassed in the 
twenty20 western cup match against kelburne at whitehaugh on tuesday. 

  
kelburne's west indian overseas amateur, gonsalvezm, smacked no fewer than 158 as he batted through 

the innings to help his side post an unbeatable 230 for 2.  in reply the 'holmboys were 49 for 6; but that's 
almost irrelevant as it's gonsalvez's whirlwind knock that'll be remembered. 

  

right from the off he struck almost every ball right out of the screws, seeing off every bowler in the same 
style.  after maddy and bil'y had gone at 8s, it was the spinners' turn for punishment.  the skipper did 

best, going at just under 7s, while arran's solitary over cost 22, shorty's four went at 12s and nj's four at 
16s!  yikes.  as said, every bowler treated the same: biff, bam, bunt!   
  

ouch!  the two wickets that did fall amongst the carnage saw bil'y bowl opener burgess for 0, and shorty 
hold on to a steepler from robin to give nj his wicket.  so 231 would've won it - "unlikely" was consensus. 
  

but important to take the chance to get some time in the middle.  unfortunately tho', 9 for 4 wasn't 

providing this.  nom'y, doogie, nj and maddy producing a top score of just 6 between'em.  dani' and the 
other "chris" - coyle that is - then steadied things and took the score to 45 before matty was bowled by 



mclister.  this left shorty to see out time with dani'.  this they did until the wee man inexplicably ran out 
his partner on the last ball.  not clever - but maybe summed up the night. 
  

so kelburne progress, and that am's going to very likely punish a few other sides in the western union 
methinks! 

 

coyle-inspired 'holmboys get league win #1 
"there's only one matty coyle!"  that was the cry after saturday saw his shawholm side beat glenpark by 

81 runs in their first wdcu league match.  matty's ton (102), and a cheeky wee 3 for 3 with the ball, 

inspired his troops to the win. 

  
fielding what must be one of the youngest sides ever selected by the club in the western union, the 
'holmboys line up featured two under 14s, three under 16s and an under 18.  throw in four more guys 

under 25 and you get the picture - great stuff! 
  

but when matty strode to the crease with the scoreboard showing 22 for 4, surely his heroics weren't 
imagined.  but cricket's a funny game as we know.  to put his knock into perspective, only one other 

batter on both sides got past 15!  his ton included no fewer than seventeen 4s, and saw him bat with all 

the other batters who came after him, only being dismissed on the last ball of the innings.  truly 
magnificent!! 

  
so a ton for the skipper, but still work to do.  and mention for the home side's mcintosh: a 7-for!  

ironically tho', probably forgotten in the carnage of matty's fireworks. 
  

to the home side's reply: opener robertson would top-score with 43 - the only other batter who past 15.  

and after a decent start - the first wicket didn't go down until glenpark'd scored 58 - the 'holmboys 
managed to grab wickets at regular intervals.  maddy jayaratne was the main wicket-taker, with four.  

maddy snapped up four of the top five home side batters after robertson's scalp had been taken by saqib 

ahmed. 

  

then, to finish things, it once again became the "matty coyle show".  matty brought himself on to bowl 

and proceeded to produce fugures of 4-2-3-3!  extraordinary. 

  
this reporter seems to remember a junior match report of a few years ago titled "matty's match" - well 

this one can be safely filed in the same file! 

  
captain marvellous - well done mate!! 

 


